Abstract. Let Ω ⊂ R n be a relatively compact domain. A finite collection of real-valued functions on Ω is called a Noetherian chain if the partial derivatives of each function are expressible as polynomials in the functions. A Noetherian function is a polynomial combination of elements of a Noetherian chain. We introduce Noetherian parameters (degrees, size of the coefficients) which measure the complexity of a Noetherian chain. Our main result is an explicit form of the Pila-Wilkie theorem for sets defined using Noetherian equalities and inequalities: for any ε > 0, the number of points of height H in the transcendental part of the set is at most C · H ε where C can be explicitly estimated from the Noetherian parameters and ε.
1. Introduction 1.1. The (real) Noetherian class. Let Ω R ⊂ R n be a bounded domain, and denote by x := (x 1 , . . . , x n ) a system of coordinates on R n . A collection of analytic functions φ := (φ 1 , . . . , φ ℓ ) :Ω R → R ℓ is called a (complex) real Noetherian chain if it satisfies an overdetermined system of algebraic partial differential equations, ∂φi ∂xj = P i,j (x, φ), i = 1, . . . , ℓ j = 1, . . . , n
where P i,j are polynomials. We call ℓ the order and α := max i,j deg P i,j the degree of the chain. If P ∈ R[x, y] is a polynomial of degree β then P (x, φ) : Ω R → R is called a real Noetherian function of degree β.
We call the set of common zeros of a collection of real Noetherian functions of degree at most β a real Noetherian variety of degree β. We call a set defined by a finite sequence of Noetherian equations or inequalities a basic semi-Noetherian set, and a finite union of such sets a semi-Noetherian set. We define the complexity β of a semi-Noetherian set (more precisely the formula defining it) to be the maximum of the degrees of the Noetherian functions appearing in the definition, plus the total number of relations. We use an analogous definition for the complexity of a semialgebraic set. We define the Noetherian size of φ, denoted S (φ), to be S (φ) := max x∈Ω R max i=1,...,ℓ j=1,...,n {|x j |, |φ i (x)|, P i,j ∞ }.
Here and below P ∞ denotes the maximum norm on the coefficients of P . For simplicity of the notation we always assume S (φ) 2. In this paper we will be concerned with the problem of producing explicit estimates for some quantities associated to Noetherian varieties and semi-Noetherian sets. When we say that a quantity can be explicitly estimated in terms of the Noetherian parameters, we mean that it admits an explicit upper bound in terms of the parameters n, ℓ, α, S (φ), β.
Main statement. For a set A ⊂ R
n we define the algebraic part A alg of A to be the union of all connected semialgebraic subsets of A of positive dimension. We define the transcendental part A trans of A to be A \ A alg . Recall that the height of a (reduced) rational number a b ∈ Q is defined to be max(|a|, |b|). More generally, for α ∈ Q alg we denote by H(α) its absolute multiplicative height as defined in [15] . For a vector α of algebraic numbers we denote by H(α) the maximum among the heights of the coordinates. For a set A ⊂ Ω R we denote the set of Q-points of A by A(Q) := A ∩ Q n and denote
A(Q, H) := {x ∈ A(Q) : H(x) H}.
Throughout the paper we let C j (φ, d) denote the asymptotic class
where it is understood that each occurrence may represent a different function from the class. In all instances of asymptotic notation in this paper, it is understood that the implied constants can be explicitly and straightforwardly estimated in terms of the Noetherian parameters, even though we do not always produce explicit expressions for the constants. The following is a basic form of our main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let X ⊂ Ω R be a semi-Noetherian set of complexity β and ε > 0. There exists a constant N = C n (φ, βε 1−n ) (5) such that for any H ∈ N we have
Theorem 1 is a direct corollary of the following more general statement. First, we consider algebraic points of a fixed degree k ∈ N instead of rational points. Toward this end we introduce the notation
A(k, H) := {x ∈ A(k) : H(x) H}.
Second, we obtain a more accurate description of the part of X alg where algebraic points of a given height may lie. Toward this end we introduce the following notation. Definition 1. Let A, W be two subsets of a topological space. We denote by A(W ) := {w ∈ W : W w ⊂ A} (9) the set of points of W such that A contains the germ of W around w, i.e. such that w has a neighborhood U w with U w ∩ W ⊂ A.
In particular, when W ⊂ R n is a connected positive dimensional semialgebraic set then we have X(W ) ⊂ X alg . With these notations, the general form of our main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 2. Let X ⊂ Ω R be a semi-Noetherian set of complexity β and ε > 0. There exists constants d, N = C n(k+1) (φ, βε 1−n ) (10) with the following property. For every H ∈ N there exist at most N H ε smooth connected semialgebraic sets {S α } of complexity at most d such that
We remark that in Theorem 2 we allow the asymptotic constants to depend on the degree k as well.
1.3. Motivation.
1.3.1. The Pila-Wilkie theorem and the Pila-Zannier strategy for problems of unlikely intersections. Following the fundamental work of Bombieri and Pila [14] , Pila and Wilkie proved in [42] that for any set definable in an o-minimal structure, the number of rational points of height H in the transcendental part grows subpolynomially with H in the sense of Theorem 1. In other words, without the added condition of effectivity, Theorem 1 is already known in vast generality. Similarly, a non-effective result similar in spirit to Theorem 2, valid for arbitrary definable sets, has been established in [44] .
Beyond the intrinsic interest in the study of density of rational points on transcendental sets, this direction of research has attracted considerable attention following the discovery of a surprising link to various problems of unlikely intersections in arithmetic geometry. The first and prototypical example of this link was produced in Pila-Zannier's [46] proof of the Manin-Mumford conjecture (first proved by Raynaud [47] ). We briefly recall the statement and strategy of proof to motivate the following discussion.
Let A be an abelian variety and V ⊂ A an algebraic subvariety, both defined over a number field. Suppose that V does not contain a coset of an infinite abelian subvariety. Then (a particular case of) the Manin-Mumford conjecture asserts that the number of torsion points is finite. The strategy of [46] proceeds as follows. Let π : C g → A denote the universal cover of A and Ω ⊂ C g denote the standard fundamental domain. Identify C g with R 2g in such a way that Ω corresponds to the unit cube, and observe that under this identification the torsion points of order H in V correspond to rational points of height H in X := π −1 (V ) ∩ Ω. One now obtains two competing estimates for #X(Q, H):
(1) One checks that under the assumptions on V one has X trans = X. Thus by the Pila-Wilkie theorem #X(Q, H) grows sub-polynomially with H.
(2) By a result of Masser [35] , if p ∈ A is torsion of order H then the number of its Galois conjugates is at least cH δ for some c, δ > 0. Since V is defined over a number field, a constant fraction of these conjugates belong to V , and we conclude that #X(Q, H) > c ′ H δ for some c ′ > 0.
The inconsistency of these two estimates implies that for H sufficiently large, V contains no torsion points of order H. In particular the number of torsion points is finite.
The Manin-Mumford conjecture has a prototypical form: given an arithmetic condition on p ∈ A (being torsion) and a geometric condition (p ∈ V ), the number of solutions is finite unless for some "obvious" reasons (e.g. V contains an abelian subvariety). Various other problems of a similar prototype have been solved by using the same basic Pila-Zannier strategy. We list two prominent examples:
The André-Oort conjecture: We describe the special case considered in [2] for simplicity. Consider the product Y (N 1 ) × Y (N 2 ) of two modular curves, and its irreducible algebraic subvariety V , and suppose V is not defined by a modular polynomial. Then the number of points (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ V where both p 1 , p 2 are CM-points (i.e. correspond to elliptic curves with complex multiplication) is finite [2] . A more general case of this statement, the André-Oort conjecture for modular curves (involving the products of an arbitrary number of modular curves as well as abelian varieties and complex tori) was proved using the Pila-Zannier strategy in [45] . The uniformization maps of modular curves play a key role in this proof. Note that since the fundamental domains of modular curves are never compact, the definable sets appearing in this proof are not subanalytic and the full strength of the Pila-Wilkie theorem in the o-minimal setting is required to study their behavior near the cusps. This proof was later extended, with significant effort on the Galois-theoretic side, to various other contexts involving Shimura varieties. We refer the reader to [16] for a survey of various developments in this area, and to [50] for the more recent unconditional proof of the André-Oort conjecture for A g . Torsion anomalous points: Consider the two points
on the Legendre elliptic curve E λ defined by y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − λ). What can be said about the set of points λ where both P (λ) and Q(λ) are torsion on E λ ? In [32] Masser and Zannier use the Pila-Zannier strategy to show that this set is finite. Here the analytic uniformization ℘ λ (z) as a function of both variables plays the role of the uniformization, and it suffices to consider this function restricted to a certain compact set. Many other results in a similar direction have been derived using a similar strategy, see e.g. [37, 34, 33, 4 ].
Questions of effectivity.
It is natural to ask to which extent, and in what instances, can an effective form of the Pila-Zannier strategy be established. This question is split into two parts. One problem is to effectivize the lower bounds on sizes of Galois orbits, and the other is to effectivize the Pila-Wilkie upper bound. Of course, in order to expect some type of effectivity in the Pila-Wilkie theorem one must restrict to a structure where the definable sets admit some form of effective description.
The proof of the Manin-Mumford conjecture given in [46] relies on the orbit lower bounds of [35] , which are effective. For the upper bound, the Pila-Wilkie theorem is applied to sets defined using the uniformizing maps of abelian varieties. In the final section of [46] Pila and Zannier hypothesize that an estimate may be derived from an explicit description of the abelian variety and its algebraic subvariety in terms of theta functions. Effective proofs of the Manin-Mumford conjecture have been obtained using entirely different methods in [48, 26] . We show in §3.3-3.4 that elliptic and abelian functions belong to the Noetherian cateogry, thus effectivizing the upper bound and allowing an effective version of the Manin-Mumford conjecture to be derived using the Pila-Zannier strategy.
The proof of the André-Oort conjecture for modular curves given in [45] and in subsequent works relies on lower bounds that are generally not known to be effective (but can be made effective assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis). For the upper bounds, the Pila-Wilkie theorem is applied to sets defined using uniformizing maps of modular curves (and in subsequent work of Shimura varieties). Even without an effective lower bound, an effective upper bound could lead for example to asymptotic estimates (with an undetermined constant) in terms of the data involved. For discussion in this direction see [45, Section 13 ]. An effective version of André's original theorem (for a product of two modular curves) without the assumption of GRH was obtained in [31] (and also in [6] ). We are not aware of effective results in higher dimensions or for other Shimura curves. We show in §3.7 that the uniformizing map of the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties A g belongs to the Noetherian category, thus effectivizing the upper-bound for compact subvarieties of A g .
The proof of [32] concerning torsion anomalous points relies on lower bounds which are effective [55, Section 3.4.3] . For the upper bound, the Pila-Wilkie theorem is applied to sets defined using the uniformizing maps of elliptic families, which can be described for instance using the Weierstrass function ℘(z; τ ) as a function of both parameters (or equivalently in terms of theta function of both parameters). The same is probably true for many of the subsequent works relying on the same strategy, although we have not checked the details in every instance. Some effective results in this direction have been obtained in [24] , including through the effectivization of the Pila-Wilkie theorem for some specific curves. We show in 3.5 that ℘(z; τ ) is a Noetherian functions of both its variables, thus effectivizing the upper bound in this context.
1.3.3.
Effectivity through differential equations. The arithmetic-geometry applications of the Pila-Wilkie theorem involve the use of classical functions such as exponential, elliptic and abelian functions (for Manin-Mumford); modular functions and universal covers of more general Shimura varieties (André-Oort); and theta functions (torsion anomality in families). An effective version of the Pila-Wilkie theorem that unifies the treatment of these various applications would have to start with a framework allowing a uniform and effective description of each of these functions. It is natural to look at differential equations as a possible way of describing such functions explicitly.
The effective study of the quantitative geometry of transcendental functions through differential equations is of course not new. Khovanskii's theory of Pfaffian functions [30] provides a very successful example of this sort. Pfaffian functions are defined in a manner similar to the Noetherian functions, but with an extra assumption of triangularity in the system (1) . With this extra assumption, general estimates on the geometric complexity of "Pfaffian sets" have been established in [30] (see also [20, 19] for additional developments). This theory has been utilized for deriving effective versions of the Pila-Wilkie theorem for Pfaffian curves [43] and for certain Pffafian surfaces [29] . These works also prove a stronger form of the PilaWilkie theorem, improving the asymptotic from sub-polynomial to polylogarithmic.
In [11] an effective form of the Pila-Wilkie theorem (and its strengthening to polylogarithmic asymptotics) was established for definable sets of arbitrary dimension in R RE , the structure generated by the restricted exponential and sine functions. The proof relies on a combination of Pfaffian methods and complex geometry, and it appears likely that the method of proof would extend to allow (compact restrictions of) elliptic and abelian functions. This puts the Manin-Mumford conjecture in arbitrary dimension within the scope of this method. On the other hand, modular functions, theta functions and other functions required in the applications of the Pila-Wilkie theorem to arithmetic geometry do not appear to be Pfaffian (at least not to our knowledge), and a fundamentally different approach seems to be required for handling them.
It seems a-priori likely (and in fact this is verified for many cases in §3) that the functions needed in applications to arithmetic geometry would fall within the framework of Noetherian functions. However, the quantitative geometric theory of Noetherian functions is far less developed than that of the Pfaffian functions. Khovanskii has conjectured that some "local" form of his theory of Pfaffian functions should hold for Noetherian functions, and most work has been focused on problems of a local nature [18, 8, 9] (and even in this local setting the conjecture is not yet fully settled). Barring very significant progress on the general theory of Noetherian functions it seems unlikely that the proof strategy of [11] could be carried over to the Noetherian category. For instance, we currently do not know how to effectively bound the number of solutions of a system of two Noetherian functions in two variables in terms of the Noetherian parameters. In the following section we explain how it is still possible to obtain effective estimates for the seemingly much more complicated Pila-Wilkie theorem in arbitrary dimension without ever addressing this very basic question.
1.4. Sketch of the proof. Let {F j } be the set of Noetherian functions defining our set X (we suppose for simplicity that only equalities are used). Since real Noetherian functions remain Noetherian in the complex domain as explained in §2.1, there is no harm in viewing {F j } as complex analytic functions and replacing X by their common zero locus in the complex domain. We note that this simple step which is almost automatic in the Noetherian category is unavailable in the essentially real Pfaffian category. Even if one only wishes to prove the effective Pila-Wilkie theorem for restricted Pfaffian functions, our proof goes through their complex continuations which are Noetherian but no longer Pfaffian. We do not know of any simpler method for treating the Pfaffian case in arbitrary dimension.
1.4.1. The basic inductive step. The proof follows an induction over dimension which is similar to the one used in [42] . However, for our purposes the book-keeping needs to be done a little differently. To simplify the presentation we assume that X alg = ∅. Our inductive step can then be formulated as follows.
Proposition (cf. Proposition 27). Let W ⊂ C n be an irreducible algebraic variety and suppose that X ⊂ W . Then there exist N H ε hypersurfaces H α of degree d (both N and d explicitly estimated in terms of the Noetherian parameters and deg W ) such that none of the H α contain W and X(Q, H) is contained in their union.
Having established this proposition, one can start with W = C n and at the inductive step replace W by its intersection with each of the hypersurfaces H α (more precisely each irreducible component), and replace X by X ∩ W . In this way one eventually obtains (when dim W = 0) a collection of O(H ε ) points containing X(Q, H).
1.4.2.
The construction of the hypersurfaces. The construction of the hypersurfaces H α follows a complex-analytic strategy based on the notion of a Weierstrass polydisc developed in [10, 11] . Recall that a Weierstrass polydisc for a pure-dimensional analytic set Y ⊂ Ω is a polydisc ∆ := ∆ z × ∆ w such that dim ∆ z = dim Y and Y ∩ (∆ z × ∂∆ w ) = ∅. Under these assumptions Y ∩ ∆ is a ramified cover of ∆ z of some degree e(Y, ∆). If we denote by ∆ ρ the "shrinking" of ∆ about its center by a factor of ρ, then by the method of [10] (analogous to [14] ) one can construct a hypersurface
A straightforward strategy would be to cover X by sets of the form ∆ H ε α where ∆ α is a Weierstrass polydisc for X, with their number explicitly estimated in terms of the Noetherian parameters. This is similar to the strategy of [11] . However, the proof in [11] relies on essentially real ideas for the construction of the Weierstrass polydiscs (entropy estimates, Vitushkin's formula) and requires estimates which are not available in the Noetherian category. We proceed to explain how this is replaced in the present paper by complex-analytic considerations.
1.4.3. The codimension one case. Consider the first step where W = C n . Choose one of the Noetherian functions defining X which is not identically zero, say F . A key observation is that to prove the inductive step, it suffices to replace X in the statement by the larger set Y := {F = 0}. Rather than covering X by Weierstrass polydiscs, we will cover Y . More specifically, we will show that for every point p ∈ Ω one can construct a Weierstrass polydisc for Y centered at p whose size is bounded from below in terms of the Noetherian parameters. Suppose for simplicity that p is the origin.
We study the problem of constructing Weierstrass polydiscs for a holomorphic hypersurface {F = 0}. After rescaling we may suppose that F is defined on the unit disc and has maximum norm 1 there. Suppose that we can find a complex line L w through the origin, and a circle S of radius r around the origin in L such that, (1) r is bounded from below in terms of the Noetherian parameters, (2) |F (w)| for w ∈ S is bounded from below by some quantity δ depending on the Noetherian parameters.
Then a simple argument shows that ∆ z × {|w| r} is a Weierstrass polydisc for {F = 0}, where ∆ z is a polydisc of radius ∼ δ orthogonal to L.
To construct S as above we use the notion of the Bernstein index (see Definitions 14 and 19). For the purposes of this introduction, if F is a function of one complex variable in a disc D then one may consider its Bernstein index given by log(M/m) where M is the maximum of F on D and m is the maximum on the 2-shrinking D 2 . For functions of several variables we take the maximum over all complex lines through the origin of the Bernstein index of the restriction. In Proposition 20 we reduce the problem of finding the circle S above to the estimation of the Bernstein index.
Much is known about the estimation of Bernstein indices for solutions of scalar linear differential equations (of any order) due to work of [28, 39] . Moreover, these results can be extended to solutions of polynomial (non-linear) differential equations by using the methods of [40] . A combination of these tools suffices for producing an estimate for the Bernstein index of a Noetherian function in terms of the Noetherian parameters (see Theorem 6) , and allows us to finish the proof for this case.
1.4.4. Higher codimensions. We now discuss the inductive step of the proof with W of arbitrary dimension. We again note that we may as well replace X by the larger set Y := W ∩{F = 0}, where F is one of the Noetherian functions defining X which is not identically vanishing on W . We will again seek to construct a Weierstrass polydisc for Y around the origin.
We start by constructing a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ = ∆ z × ∆ w for W (see Theorem 8): since W is algebraic ∆ can be constructed using the methods of [11] . Then W is a ramified cover of ∆ z , and the projection Y F of Y to ∆ z is given by the zero locus of an analytic function R F which we call an analytic resultant (77): for z ∈ ∆ z it is given by the product of F (z, w) over the different branches of W over z.
If we can construct a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ ′ for Y F in ∆ z then a simple topological argument shows that ∆ ′ × ∆ w is a Weierstrass polydisc for Y (see Lemma 21) , thus concluding our construction. Since Y F is a hypersurface in ∆ z we are essentially reduced back to the situation already considered, except that now we must estimate the Bernstein index of the analytic resultant R F instead of F itself. This translates to choosing a complex line L in ∆ z , and then studying the restriction of F to the algebraic curve C obtained by lifting L through the ramified cover back to W .
A natural approach for studying the restriction of F to an algebraic curve C is to parameterize C using a map γ : C → C which itself satisfies a differential equation, and then replace F | C by F • γ, now defined on C and satisfying a system of auxiliary differential equations obtained by composing the equations of F and γ. There are two primary obstacles to this idea: first, the curve C need not be smooth, and one must somehow handle the singular points; and second, even if C is smooth, it is not clear how to write a differential equation for the parameterization of C whose Noetherian parameters depend only of the degree of C. One natural option, for instance for a plane curve C = {P (x, y) = 0}, would be to parameterize C as a trajectory of the Hamiltonian field P y ∂ ∂x − P x ∂ ∂y . However, this produces Noetherian sizes tending to infinity along degenerating families of algebraic curves such as C ε := {y 2 + εx = 0}. To overcome this problem we appeal to the theory of linear scalar differential equations. More specifically, for every algebraic function y(x) of degree d one can construct a scalar differential operator
satisfying Ly = 0. Moreover we show that the slope
can be uniformly bounded in terms of d. This is a consequence of a much more general phenomenon of "uniform boundedness of slopes in regular families" which was discovered in the work of Grigoriev [22, 52] . For instance, for the family C ε above the operator Ly = x∂ x y− 1 2 y provides a differential equation for y(x), uniform in ε. The boundedness of the slope translates into a bound on the Noetherian size of the auxiliary system constructed form F •γ. We then use various analytic properties of the Bernstein index (notably subadditivity under products, see Lemma 18) to deduce estimates for the Bernstein indices of R F and finish the proof.
Remark 2. We remark that the non-degenerating differential equations for parameterizations of algebraic curves are in some abstract sense similar to the C rparameterizaitions of Yomdin-Gromov [53, 54, 23] that are used (in a form generalized to o-minimal structures) in the original work of Pila-Wilkie [42] . They are used in our proof to avoid the same type of problem.
1.5. Contents of this paper. In §2 we introduce the notion of complex Noetherian functions; prove closure of the Noetherian functions under various operations including multiplicative inverse, composition and compositional inverse, and formating of implicit functions; discuss Noetherian systems with poles and Noetherian systems over smooth varieties in place of C n ; and prove a statement about the behavior of a Noetherian functions near the boundary of Ω.
In §3 we develop a large number of examples of Noetherian functions: Klein's j-invariant and other modular functions; universal covers of compact Riemann surfaces; elliptic and abelian functions, Jacobi theta functions and ℘(z; τ ) (with respect to both variables); periods over algebraic integrals over smooth families; and for the uniformizing map of the Siegel modular variety A g .
In §4 we develop the general analytic theory of Weierstrass polydiscs: we define the Bernstein index an recall its basic properties; show how estimates on the Bernstein index of a function F can be used to effectively construct a Weierstrass polydisc for its zero locus; introduce the notion of an analytic resultant, and show how it can be used to inductively construct a Weierstrass polydisc for a set X ∩ {F = 0} from the Weierstrass polydisc of X.
In §5 we introduce the relevant background information on linear differential equations for algebraic functions and the boundedness of their slope; state an estimate for the Bernstein index of a function satisfying a polynomial (non-linear) differential equation in terms of the Noetherian parameters; study the restriction of a Noetherian function to an algebraic curve by parameterization using linear differential equations; and prove the key estimates on the Bernstein indices of analytic resultants of Noetherian functions with respect to algebraic curves.
Finally in §6 we recall the relation between Weierstrass polydiscs and the study of rational (and more generally algebraic) points on an analytic set; prove a complexanalytic analogs of Theorem 2 for complex Noetherian varieties; and reduce the general case of Theorem 2 to its complex version.
The Noetherian class
In this section we develop some elementary properties of the class of Noetherian functions. We begin by introducing the complex analog of the real Noetherian functions, which will be the main class considered throughout the paper.
Complex Noetherian functions.
Let Ω ⊂ C n be a bounded domain. Then a system of the form (1) where P ij are now allowed to be complex polynomials is called a (complex) Noetherian system; its holomorphic solution φ : Ω → C ℓ is called a (complex) Noetherian chain; a function of the form P (x, φ) where P ∈ C[x, y] is called a (complex) Noetherian function; and the common zero locus in Ω of a collection of Noetherian functions is called a (complex) Noetherian variety. We use the convention that, unless the prefix real-is explicitly used, all Noetherian constructs are assumed to be complex.
A real Noetherian system (1) may be viewed as a complex Noetherian system. Any Noetherian chain φ : Ω R → R ℓ extends as a holomorphic function to some complex domain Ω R ⊂ Ω ⊂ C n . In fact, the size of the domain to which this complex continuation is possible can be explicitly estimated from below in terms of the Noetherian parameters, see Lemma 11. There is therefore little harm in considering a real Noetherian chain as the restriction to the reals of a complex Noetherian chain.
Conversely, under the identification of C n with R 2n every complex Noetherian φ chain of dimension n and length ℓ becomes a real Noetherian chain φ R = (Re φ, Im φ) of dimension 2n and length 2ℓ. Indeed, the system (1) provides derivation rules for φ R with respect to ∂ ∂zj , whereas the Cauchy-Riemann equations provides derivations rules with respect to ∂ ∂zj . We leave the detailed derivation to the reader.
In conclusion, we see that in the Noetherian category the real and complex settings are in some sense mutually-reducible. In the present paper we will employ essentially complex arguments to the study of Noetherian functions and assume unless otherwise stated that all Noetherian function are complex. The equivalence above will imply that this causes no loss of generality. We remark that this situation stands in stark contrast to the theory of Pfaffian functions, which is an essentially real theory: the holomorphic continuation of a Pfaffian function defined on R n need not itself be Pfaffian when considered as function on C n ≃ R 2n . The key difference is that the Cauchy-Riemann equations, while algebraic, do not satisfy the triangularity condition required of Pfaffian chains. It is this added generality of the Noetherian class that allows our complex-analytic treatment to go through in full generality.
Closure properties.
We begin by noting that a union of Noetherian chains is itself Noetherian.
Lemma 3. Let φ,φ : Ω → C be two Noetherian chains of complexity (n, ℓ, α) and (n,l,α) respectively. Then (φ,φ) is a Noetherian chain of complexity (n, ℓ + ℓ, max(α,α)). Moreover, S (φ,φ) is the maximum of S (φ) and S (φ).
The Noetherian class is clearly closed under differentiation.
Lemma 4. Let φ : Ω → C be a Noetherian chain with complexity (n, ℓ, α) and let F : Ω → C be a Noetherian function of degree β over φ. Then for j = 1, . . . , n the derivative ∂F ∂xj is a Noetherian function of degree β + α − 1. 2.2.1. Closure under arithmetic operations. Next we summarize closure properties under the basic arithmetic operations. In light of Lemma 3 there is no harm in assuming all functions involved share one Noetherian chain φ of complexity (n, ℓ, α).
Lemma 5. Let F 1 , F 2 be two Noetherian functions over the chain φ with degrees β 1 , β 2 . Then F + G (resp. F · G) is a Noetherian function over φ with degree max(β 1 , β 2 ) (resp. β 1 + β 2 ).
Lemma 6. Let F = P (x, φ) : Ω → C be a Noetherian function of degree β, and suppose that |F (x)| ε > 0 for all x ∈ Ω. Then 1/F is a Noetherian function of degree 1 with respect to a Noetherian chainφ with complexity (n, ℓ + 1, α + β + 1) and S (φ) is explicitly computable from 1/ε and the Noetherian parameters.
A similar statement holds for the inverse of a matrix of Noetherian functions, where ε is now a lower bound for the modulus of the determinant.
Proof. We letφ = (φ, 1/F ). To make this into a Noetherian chain we introduce differential equations for 1/F ,
∂φ k ∂xj (15) and note that the right hand side is a polynomial in x,φ of degree α + β + 1. An upper bound for S (φ) follows by a simple estimate. For the second statement it suffices to write A −1 = (det A) −1 adj A which reduces the claim to the first statement.
2.2.2.
Closure under compositions and compositional inverse. Next we consider closure under composition and compositional inverse.
: Ω 1 → Ω 2 be a tuple of Noetherian functions of degree at most β 1 over φ 1 , and G : Ω 2 → C be a Noetherian function of degree β 2 over φ 2 . Then G • F : Ω 1 → C is a Noetherian function of degree β 2 over a chaiñ φ with complexity (n 1 , ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 , max(α 1 + β 1 , α 2 )) and S (φ) explicitly computable from the Noetherian parameters.
Proof. We letφ = (φ 1 , φ 2 • F). To make this into a Noetherian chain we use the given equations for φ 1 , and the chain rule for the derivatives of φ 2 • F, which gives a polynomial combination of the components of φ 2 • F and the derivatives of F, both of which are expressible as polynomials inφ. We leave the details for the reader.
Lemma 8. Let φ : Ω → C be a Noetherian chain and let F = (F 1 , . . . , F n ) : Ω →Ω be a tuple of Noetherian functions. Suppose that F is bijective and that det ∂F ∂x ε > 0 for all x ∈ Ω. Then the compositional inverse F −1 is a tuple of Noetherian functions over a Noetherian chainφ :Ω → C, with the Noetherian parameters explicitly computable in terms of the Noetherian parameters of φ, F and ε −1 .
Proof. For simplicity of the notation we assume that the tuple φ contains all the coordinate functions x j . Denote the variables onΩ by y. Then by the chain rule,
where adj denotes the adjugate matrix. Note that by Noetherianity of F, the right hand side of (16) is a polynomial in (φ, det
We will show thatφ := (φ, det
forms a Noetherian chain. By our assumption on φ it will follow in particular that each component of F −1 is a Noetherian function of degree 1 with respect to this chain. To write equations for φ • F −1 we write
and note that the first factor is a polynomial inφ by Noetherianity of φ while the second factor is a polynomial inφ by the note following (16) . Finally, to write equations for (det
we proceed as in Lemma 6 , noting that the derivatives of (det ∂F ∂x ) • F −1 with respect to y are expressible as polynomials inφ by what was already shown since it is a polynomial in φ • F −1 . It is clear that the construction is entirely explicit and the noetherian parameters ofφ can be explicitly estimated from those of φ and F and ε −1 (which enters into the size S (φ) as in Lemma 6) .
As a simple corollary we deduce that the Noetherian class is closed under forming implicit functions. Proof. By assumption the map H : (x, y) → (x, F ) satisfies
it is enough to ensure that H(x, y) is injective in y for fixed x, and Ω with this property can be chosen by the inverse mapping theorem (here we use that G has only one point with a given x coordinate). By Lemma 8 the inverse H −1 : F (Ω) → Ω is Noetherian with computable parameters as above. Finally note that Ω x × {0} = H(G) ⊂ H(Ω) and
, with G satisfying the conditions of the statement.
Systems with poles.
In our definition of a Noetherian system (1) we assume that the derivatives of φ are expressible as polynomials in x, φ. In general one may also consider rational systems
but in this case a more careful notion of "Noetherian size" is required to make our main results hold.
Example 10. Consider the following Noetherian system in independent variable x and dependent variables (e, f, g),
For every fixed value of 0 < ε < 1, the tuple (ε, sin(x/ε), cos(x/ε)) in the domain Ω = {0 < x < 1} forms a Noetherian chain for this system. However, the number of rational points of height H in the set Ω ∩ {sin(x/ε) = 0} for ε = 1/(πH) is H, so clearly our notion of Noetherian size for such systems must tend to infinity as ε → 0 if we are to expect a sub-polynomial asymptotic for the number of rational points, with the constant depending only on the Noetherian size.
In this paper we will only consider the case where the Noetherian chain φ remain bounded away from the polar locus. In this case one may, by a simple reduction, translate (18) back into polynomial form as follows. We introduce additional dependent variables ρ i,j for 1 Ri,j and recast (18) in the form
where we express ∂Ri,j (x,φ) ∂x k as a polynomial in x, φ, ρ i,j using the derivation rule (18) , replacing all occurrences of 1 Ri,j by ρ i,j . It is then simple to see that for any solution φ of (18), (φ, ρ) forms a solution of the system above, and moreover that the Noetherian size of this solution can be explicitly estimates in terms of the Noetherian size of φ and the minimum value attained by |R i,j (x, φ)|, i.e. the "distance" to the polar locus of (18).
Systems over smooth algebraic varieties. Let S ⊂ C
N be an irreducible smooth algebraic variety of dimension n. One can generalize the notion of a Noetherian system on C n to Noetherian systems over S. For this purpose it is more convenient to use differential form notation. Let T * S denote the cotangent bundle of S. We denote by Ω 1 S the (algebraic) sheaf of sections of this bundle. If U ⊂ S is a (possibly non-algebraic) domain then we will denote by Ω 1 S (U ) the sections admitting a regular extension to some Zariski open neighborhood of U . We denote by Ω
the sheaf of sections of T * S depending polynomially on additional variables z 1 , . . . , z k . We will use similar notations with O S for the structure sheaf of S.
Let U ⊂ S be a relatively compact domain. A collection of holomorphic functions
where ω is a vector of one-forms depending polynomially on φ. A function from the ring O S [φ](U ) is called a Noetherian function over S. Much of the material developed in this paper could be generalized to Noetherian systems over a smooth variety. However, this would introduce additional (mostly notational) difficulties that we prefer to avoid in the interest of readability. Instead we show that one can form local charts on S where the system (22) pulls back to a standard Noetherian system on a subset of C n . More formally let s 0 ∈ S. Since S ⊂ C N is smooth, one can choose N − n polynomials vanishing on S with linearly independent differentials in a neighborhood of s 0 . Let π : S → C n be a linear projection which is submersive at s 0 . By Corollary 9 applied to the collection of polynomials above, one may construct a biholomorphic Noetherian map Ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ N ) : U 0 → S for some domain U 0 ⊂ C n whose image contains s 0 , and whose inverse is given by π. Since π is a linear projection, we see that Ψ −1 is Noetherian over S.
Represent the Noetherian system for Ψ in differential form
Since S is smooth, among the one-forms dx 1 , . . . , dx N ∈ (C N ) * there are n forms whose restrictions to S form a basis for T * S over s 0 . Expressing ω in terms of this basis, we see that after possibly restricting to a Zariski open neighborhoodŨ of s 0 we may write ω as the restriction toŨ of an element of
Similarly, since any function in O S (Ũ ) is the restriction of some rational function on C N with polar locus disjoint fromŨ we may take ω to be the restriction toŨ of
f where the localization is by some polynomial f ∈ C[x] non-vanishing inŨ . Shrinking U 0 we may also assume that Ψ(U 0 ) ⊂Ũ .
We claim that the tuple (Ψ, φ • Ψ) : U 0 → C N +ℓ containing the pullbacks of φ by Ψ is a Noetherian chain. The equation (23) is already in Noetherian form, and we proceed to derive Noetherian equations for φ • Ψ. From (22) and (23) we have
where we used the pairing of C N and (C N ) * . Since f is non-vanishing on Ψ(U 0 ) by assumption we may view this as a Noetherian system with poles by the construction of §2.3. Finally, any Noetherian function F ∈ O S [φ](U ) may be expressed as an element of C[x, φ] g as explained above, and its pullback
is Noetherian over Ψ, φ • Ψ (with poles at the zeros of g(Ψ)).
2.5. Boundary behavior. We finish this section with a simple lemma showing that the behavior of the Noetherian chain at in a neighborhood of the boundary of a domain can be controlled in terms of the Noetherian size.
Lemma 11. Let φ : Ω → C n be a (possibly real) Noetherian chain (so that we allow Ω to be a bounded domain in R n as well) and set S := S (φ). Then φ extends as a complex Noetherian chain on the complex ρ-neighborhood of Ω, where ρ = S −O (1) and the Noetherian size of φ in this larger domain is bounded by 2S.
Proof. It is a simple exercise to verify using (1) that for t 0 ∈ Ω we have
where the asymptotic constants depend on n, l, α. From this it follows that φ extends holomorphically to a ρ-neighborhood of Ω with ρ = S −O(1) , and it obviously continues to satisfy (1) in this larger domain. It is also clear that one may choose ρ as above such that the Noetherian size of φ in this larger domain is bounded by 2S.
Examples of Noetherian functions
The elementary functions e z , sin z and cos z (restricted to any relatively compact domain in C) form classical examples of Noetherian functions. We proceed with some less trivial examples. In this section we shall freely use Noetherian systems with poles as developed in §2.3.
3.1.
Klein's j-invariant and other modular functions. The Klein j-invariant is the unique function j : H → C which is SL(2, Z)-invariant, holomorphic in H, has a simple pole at the cusp, and satisfies j(e 2πi/3 ) = 0 and j(i) = 1728. We will denote the coordinate on H by τ and on C by z.
The j function realizes the identification SL(2, Z)\H ≃ C = CP 1 \ {∞}, but note that it is not a covering map: it is ramified over the points 0, 1728 corresponding to the orbits of e 2πi/3 , i (which have a non-trivial stabilizer in SL(2, Z)). The j-function is known to satisfy a differential equation of order 3. To define it, recall that the Schwarzian derivative S z (f ) and automorphic derivative D z (f ) of a function f are defined by
If g ∈ Aut CP 1 is a Möbius transformation and f is a holomorphic function on some domain in CP 1 then
wherever both sides are defined. In particular, since j is automorphic with respect to SL(2, Z) it follows that D τ j is as well. Since j is a Hauptmodul for SL(2, Z) it follows that D τ j is a rational function of j, and more explicitly [36, page 20 ]
We now cast (28) as a Noetherian system in the free variable τ and dependent variables j, j 1 , j 2 ,
It is straightforward to verify using (28) that φ j given by
forms a solution of (29) . If Ω ⊂ H \ SL(2, Z) · {e 2πi/3 , i} is relatively compact then (29) is defined in Ω since j ′ and j(j − 1728) only vanish on the orbits of e 2πi/3 , i. The singularities of our equations over the orbits of e 2πi/3 , i correspond to the fact the j is ramified at these points. In fact the methods developed in this paper may be extended to cover such "mild" singularities, but in the interest of clarity we avoid this extra generality. For "reasonable" domains Ω it should also be possible to estimate S (φ j ) explicitly, but we do not pursue this direction.
If instead of SL(2, Z) one considers for instance its modular subgroup Γ(2) then the resulting map λ : H → Γ(2)\H ≃ CP 1 \{0, 1, ∞} is a covering map. By the same arguments as above, the λ function satisfies a differential equation which can be transformed into a Noetherian system. Note that in this case, since the λ function is a non-ramified cover, the resulting solution φ λ is defined for any relatively compact domain Ω ⊂ H.
3.2.
Universal covers of compact Riemann surfaces. Let C be a compact Riemann surface of genus greater than one. Then by the uniformization theorem there is a (uniquely defined up to a Möbius transformation) universal covering map f : H → Γ\H ≃ C where Γ ⊂ PSL(2, R) is a discrete subgroup acting freely on H. We fix an embedding C → CP k of C as an smooth algebraic curve in projective space.
Let p ∈ C, and let x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) : CP k → C k denote a set of affine coordinates corresponding to an affine subspace of CP k . We may and do assume that p is in the finite part of x, and moreover that dx j | C does not vanish at p for j = 1, . . . , k. Set f j := x j • f : H → C. We will show that there exists a neighborhood p ∈ U p ⊂ C such that f j form Noetherian functions in any relatively compact domain
. By compactness of C we can then study the universal cover f using finitely many such charts.
Since f j is a meromorphic and Γ-invariant, the same is true for D τ f j which therefore defines a meromorphic function on Γ\H ≃ C. By the GAGA principle (or Chow's theorem) it follows that
where R j is a rational function on C. Moreover, using (26) it is easy to verify that R j is regular at p: the poles of D τ f j only occur at poles or zeros of f ′ j (τ ) = dx j (f ′ (τ )), neither of which contains p by our assumption on x. Therefore one can write R j = P j /Q j where P j , Q j are polynomials in the coordinates x and Q j (p) = 0.
Fix a neighborhood p ∈ U p ⊂ C where x is finite, f 
and moreover the f 1 , . . . , f k are bounded and the denominators Q j (f 1 , . . . , f k ) and the derivatives f ′ j are bounded away from zero in any relatively compact domain
. Then (32) may be viewed as a Noetherian system (with poles) and the conditions above guarantee that f 1 , . . . , f k correspond to a holomorphic solution of this Noetherian system in Ω p .
3.3. Elliptic functions. In §3.4 we show that all abelian functions satisfy Noetherian systems. However, since the case of dimension one (elliptic functions) is of classical importance we begin with a more explicit description of this case. Recall that the field of doubly-periodic meromorphic functions with periods ω 1 , ω 2 is generated by ℘, ℘ ′ where
The ℘-function satisfies the differential equation
where g 2 , g 3 are certain invariants depending on ω 1 , ω 2 . Taking derivative, dividing by ℘ ′ and taking another derivative we see that the ℘ function satisfies the stationary Korteweg-de Vries equation
which is expressible as a Noetherian system in the dependent variables ℘, ℘ 1 , ℘ 2 as follows
We remark that the equations (36) do not depend on the invariants g 2 , g 3 , meaning that the Noetherian complexity does not diverge as the periods ω 1 , ω 2 degenerate.
Abelian functions.
Recall that a complex torus X of dimension g is a quotient C g /Λ where Λ ⊂ C g is a lattice of rank 2g. A complex torus A which is also a projective variety over C is said to be an abelian variety. A meromorphic function on an abelian variety is called an abelian function. We fix an abelian variety A and an embedding A → CP k of A as an smooth projective variety. Let π : C g → C g /Λ ≃ A denote the quotient map, and denote by z = (z 1 , . . . , z g ) the coordinates on C g . Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) : CP k → C k denote a set of affine coordinates corresponding to an affine subspace of CP k and set f j := x j • π. We will show that f 1 , . . . , f k are Noetherian functions of the variables z away from the polar locus. Since A is compact, one can then study the map π using finitely many affine charts x. The proof is similar to the one given in §3.2.
For i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , g, the derivative ∂fi ∂zj is Λ-invariant (since f j is), and it therefore defines a meromorphic function on C g /Λ ≃ A. By the GAGA principle (or Chow's theorem) it follows that
where R i is a rational function on A. Moreover, R i is regular on the finite part of the chart x, and can therefore be expressed as a polynomial P in the x variables. Thus we have a system of Noetherian equations
3.5. Jacobi theta functions, thetanulls and ℘(z; τ ). The theta functions are a subject of a large number of inconsistent notational variations. We stick here to the conventions employed by [51, 1] . We remark that in these sources the notation for the elliptic function ℘(z; ω 1 , ω 2 ) varies slightly from the one used previously in §3.3: it denotes a function with periods 2ω 1 , 2ω 2 rather than ω 1 , ω 2 . To avoid further complicating the references, we use this alternative normalization for this section. We write ℘(z; τ ) := ℘(z; 1, τ ). The Jacobi theta function is the holomorphic function given by [51, 21.1]
We also write ϑ 4 for ϑ. It is common to omit τ from the notation, writing ϑ(z) for ϑ(z; τ ). The theta functions ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 , ϑ 3 , ϑ 4 vanish at (z; τ ) if an only if z is congruent modulo π, πτ to 0, . We now restrict attention to the thetanulls, i.e. the functions ϑ j (0) := ϑ j (0; τ ) for j = 2, 3, 4 (note ϑ 1 (0) ≡ 0). From the description of the zeros of the theta functions above, we see that the thetanulls are nowhere vanishing on H. The logarithmic derivatives ψ j := δϑ j (0)/ϑ j (0) satisfy a system of non-linear differential equations due to Halphen [25] , δψ 2 = 2(ψ 2 ψ 3 + ψ 2 ψ 4 − ψ 3 ψ 4 ),
It is easy to recast (42) as a rational Noetherian system for the thetanulls ϑ j (0) and their first derivatives δϑ j (0), for example
and similarly for j = 3, 4. Since the denominators of these system are given by the thetanulls which are nowhere vanishing in H, we conclude that the thetanulls are Noetherian in every relatively compact subdomain of H. We now return to the general study of the theta functions and their relation to the Weierstrass elliptic functions. Recall that the Weierstrass ζ function is defined by the conditions
From (35) it follows that ζ satisfies
The ζ-function can be expressed in terms of theta functions as follows [ 
We claim that η is a Noetherian function with respect to the system constructed above for the thetanulls. To see this recall that the thetanulls satisfy the fundamental relation [51, 21.41 ]
Combining with (41) this gives
and the δ-derivative can be expressed in terms of the Noetherian derivation rules. We now construct a Noetherian system in the independent variables z, τ including the functions ζ(z; τ ) andθ 1 (z, τ ) := ϑ 1 (πz/2; τ ). We start with the system constructed above for the thetanulls (by definition independent of the variable z), and add five additional dependent variables ϑ 1 and ζ = ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 for ζ and its first three ∂ z -derivatives. For the z derivatives we have the following derivation rules ∂ z ζ j = ζ j+1 , j = 0, 1, 2,
where the last two equations follow from (45) and (46) respectively. For the τ derivatives we have
where the first two equations follows from (41) and (46) respectively. The system (50) can be rewritten as a Noetherian system: for the first equation, one can rewrite ∂ 2 zθ1 as a polynomial using the derivation rules of (49); for the second equation one can proceed similarly using additionally the first equation for ∂ τθ1 ; and for the final three equations one proceeds similarly using the second equation for ∂ τ ζ. We leave the detailed derivation for the reader.
In conclusion, we have obtained a rational Noetherian system forθ 1 (z; τ ) and ζ(z; τ ) with the polar locus given by {θ 1 = 0}. This polar locus is given by all pairs (z; τ ) such that z is congruent to 0 modulo 2, 2τ , which is the same as the polar locus of ζ(z; τ ). Since ℘(z; τ ) = −∂ z ζ(z; τ ), we see that ℘(z; τ ) is also Noetherian outside its polar locus.
3.6. Periods of algebraic integrals, Gauss-Manin connection. We follow [21] for basic facts concerning the Gauss-Manin connection. Let X, S be smooth algebraic varieties over C, and f : X → S be a rational proper holomorphic map such that df is everywhere of maximal rank. For s ∈ S we denote V s := f −1 (s), and think of {V s } s∈S as a family of smooth, complete varieties depending on the parameter s. There is an algebraic vector bundle H 1 dR (X/S) → S, called relative cohomology of X over S, whose fiber over a point s ∈ S is given by H 1 (X s , C). This vector bundle is equipped with a canonical flat connection ∇ called the GaussManin connection,
where Ω 1 S denotes regular 1-forms on S. Geometrically, if δ ∈ H 1 (X s0 , Z) and δ(s) denotes the continuation of δ for s near s 0 using Ehreshmann's lemma, then δ(s) are flat sections of the dual connection ∇ * on the relative homology bundle H 1 (X/S). Fix some point s 0 ∈ S and let Φ 1 , . . . , Φ m : S → H 1 dR (X/S) be rational sections which form a basis at s 0 . Choose any basis δ 1 (s 0 ), . . . , δ m (s 0 ) of H 1 (X s0 , Q) and extend it to sections δ 1 , . . . , δ m : S → H 1 (X/S) as above. If we denote by (·, ·) the pairing between homology and cohomology then we have the period matrix,
Since δ j are flat with respect to ∇ * we have d(Φ i , δ j ) = (∇(Φ i ), δ j ) and in matrix form we have a linear differential equation
where A is an m × m matrix whose coefficients are rational one-forms in S and regular whenever Φ 1 , . . . , Φ m form a basis. If for instance S = C n then (53) restricted to each of the columns of X(s) is a (rational) Noetherian system which is regular wherever A is (and in particular at s 0 ). For a general variety S, the system (53) is a Noetherian system over S in the sense of §2.4. In conclusion, we see that the entries of the period matrix are Noetherian functions in a neighborhood of any point s 0 ∈ S.
3.7.
The moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties. Periods play a central role in the construction of moduli spaces of principally polarized abelian varieties (with additional structure). The first classical example is that of elliptic curves. If E is an elliptic curve, ω a holomorphic one-form on E and δ 1 , δ 2 ∈ H 1 (E, Z) two cycles with intersection number 1, then the upper half of the period matrix (52) consists of the two elliptic integrals
In the universal cover C → C/Λ ≃ E the form ω corresponds (up to scalar) to dz and the two periods correspond to two generators of the lattice Λ. The ratio of the two periods is one of the points in the upper half-space H representing E. If we consider a smooth family of elliptic curves {E s } s∈S then the periods I 1 , I 2 continue as maps I 1 (s), I 2 (s) as in §3. 6 . In a neighborhood of any point s 0 ∈ S these two functions are Noetherian, and we may assume without loss of generality that I 2 (s) = 0 in the neighborhood so that the function I 1 (s)/I 2 (s) mapping each s to its representative in H is also Noetherian. For instance if we let
for N 3 and Y (N ) = Γ(N )\H then Y (N ) admits the structure of a smooth quasiprojective variety and there exists a canonical family E → Y (N ) of elliptic curves (with a level N structure) over Y (N ) [38, Chapter 7] . In this case the projection π : H → Y (N ) is locally inverse to the ratio I 1 (s)/I 2 (s). Using Lemma 8 one can then show that π is Noetherian as well, when we identify Y (N ) with its projective embedding. See the end of this section for a formal treatment of this implication using the charts of §2.4 in a more general setting. Of course, the Noetherianity of π also essentially follows from the construction of §3.1. However, the present construction has the advantage of generalizing to higher dimensions as we illustrate below. Let H g denote the Siegel half-space of genus g, consisting of g × g symmetric matrices over C with positive-definite imaginary part. The symplectic group Sp 2g (R) acts on H g (see e.g. [5] ) and the quotient A g := Sp 2g (Z)\H g is called the Siegel modular variety. Then A g is the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties of genus g, and it can be shown to have the structure of a quasi-projective algebraic variety. We will show that the uniformization of A g by H g (given by the quotient map) is a Noetherian map.
It will be convenient for our purposes to pass from Sp 2g (Z) to a finite-index subgroup such that the quotient becomes a smooth manifold. Following [5] we take Γ = Γ 4,8 to be the theta-group of level (4, 8) ,
The quotient S := Γ\H g is a complex manifold which has a natural structure of a smooth quasi-projective variety [38, p.190] . The variety S is equipped with a canonical family A → S of principally-polarized abelian varieties with a level (4, 8)-structure [38, Appendix 7,A-B], and is the moduli space for such varieties. We denote by π : H g → S the canonical projection. Since Γ is a finite index subgroup of Sp 2g (Z) there is a regular, finite algebraic map κ : S → A g . By the results of §2.4 if we show that π is Noetherian then κ • π, which is the uniformization H g → A g , is Noetherian as well. We proceed to prove that π is indeed a Noetherian map. Fix s 0 ∈ S and let τ 0 ∈ H g with π(τ 0 ) = s 0 . According to [49, Theorem 30 .3] we may choose g rational sections ω 1 , . . . , ω g : S → H 1 dR (A/S) which define a basis of the holomorphic differentials on A over a generic point of S, are regular at τ 0 , and which admit 2πiP (τ )(1 g τ ) as a period matrix 1 (where we think of τ as a function of s) and P (τ 0 ) is an invertible matrix. As periods, each of the entries of this matrix are Noetherian functions in a neighborhood of s 0 , and from Lemma 6 it follows that τ (s), being the product of the second block by the inverse of the first, is also a Noetherian function in a neighborhood of s 0 .
Having shown that the local inverse of π in a neighborhood of s 0 is Noetherian, we may also conclude that π is Noetherian in a neighborhood of τ 0 . We do this in detail to illustrate the technique involving Noetherian charts. Recall that by §2.4 there exists a Noetherian chart Ψ : U 0 → S with U 0 ⊂ C dim S , say mapping 0 to s 0 , such that τ • Ψ : U 0 → H g is Noetherian. By construction τ • Ψ is also invertible in a neighborhood of 0, and by Lemma 8 the inverse mapπ : H g → U 0 mapping τ 0 to 0 is also Noetherian around τ 0 . But then π = Ψ •π is Noetherian in a neighborhood of τ 0 by Lemma 7, as claimed.
We remark that for explicit computation of the Noetherian parameters one would need an explicit description of the universal family and associated Gauss-Manin connection, which may be a non-trivial problem. An alternative approach would be to derive Noetherian systems for higher dimensional thetanulls analogous to the Halphen system (42) directly, using the Riemann theta functions and their various identities. Such an approach is pursued for genus two in [41] and for general genus in [56] , where the thetanulls of any genus are shown to satisfy a nonlinear system of differential equations which may indeed be regarded as a Noetherian system. Unfortunately this system admits singularities at the zeros of the thetanulls and therefore does not quite establish their Noetherianity in the entire Siegel half-space -but it does seem to indicate that this direct approach is feasible.
Analytic theory of Weierstrass polydiscs
We begin by recalling the notion of a Weierstrass polydisc from [11] . We call a system x of coordinates on C n standard if it is obtained from the standard coordinates by an affine unitary transformation.
Definition 12. Let X ⊂ Ω be an analytic subset of pure dimension m. We say that a polydisc ∆ = ∆ z ×∆ w in a standard coordinate system x = z×w coordinates is a Weierstrass polydisc for X if dim z = m,∆ ⊂ Ω and (∆ z × ∂∆ w ) ∩ X = ∅. We call ∆ z the base and ∆ w the fiber of ∆.
We will denote by π z : C n → C m the projection map, and by π
m is a proper e(X, ∆)-to-1 map for some number e(X, ∆) ∈ N called the degree.
In [10, 11] Weierstrass polydiscs play a key role in the study of rational points on analytic varieties. Proving the existence of Weierstrass polydiscs with effective estimates on the size and degree is the main step in establishing an effective PilaWilkie result using this method. In this section we develop some analytic tools to approach this problem. Namely, we recall the notion of Bernstein index of an analytic function, and show that estimates on the Bernstein indices of appropriately constructed functions imply the existence of Weierstrass polydiscs. Later, in §5 we show that in the Noetherian category one can indeed estimate the relevant Bernstein indices in terms of the Noetherian parameters.
Bernstein indices.
We recall the following definition from [39] . Definition 14. Let U ⊂ C be a domain with a connected piecewise smooth boundary and K ⊂ U a compact subset. The Bernstein index of a holomorphic function f :Ū → C with respect to the pair K ⊂ U is the number
For U a disc and η > 1 called the gap, we denote
The following Theorem 3, Lemma 15 of [28] and Lemma 18 of [39] hold, with suitable constants, for arbitrary pairs K ⊂ U as in Definition 14. We will only require them in the case of concentric discs and state them for this case in order to give explicit asymptotics for the constants (the constants as given in [28] are fully explicit and we use asymptotic notation only to simplify the presentation).
Theorem 3 ([28, Lemma 1, Example 1])
. Let U be a disc and ε > 0. For any
Here each root of f is counted with its multiplicity.
The following lemma of [27] gives a lower bound for the values of a holomorphic function in terms of its Bernstein index.
Lemma 15 ([28, Lemma 3])
. Let U be a disc of radius 1 and ε > 0. For any f ∈ O(Ū ) and any h > 0 one can find a finite union D h of discs around roots of f in U , with the sum of the diameters less than h, such that
Proof. For the computation of the constants we note that (in the notation of [28, Lemma 3]) we choose V to be a disc of radius 1 − 
and then
from which the claim follows. We also note that the fact that the centers of the discs can be chosen to be roots of f is not part of the original statement of [28, Lemma 3] but it is evident from the proof.
As an easy consequence we have the following. Proof. Since the claim is invariant under rescaling we may suppose that U is a disc of radius 1. Apply Lemma 15 with h = 1/4 and note the D h must be disjoint from the radius of some disc concentric with U with radius 1/4 < r 1/2.
We record a simple corollary of Lemma 15 which allows one to control the Bernstein index with the standard gap 2 in terms of the Bernstein index with a smaller gap.
Corollary 17. Let U be a disc and f ∈ O(Ū ). Then for any ε > 0 we have
Proof. Since the claim is invariant by rescaling we may assume that U is the unit disc. Apply Lemma 15 to obtain a finite union D of discs with the sum of the diameters less than 1/2, such that
where
The claim now follows by taking inverse and log.
We will also require the following subadditivity property of [39, Lemma 3] . We will not need to use the explicit form of the constants, but we remark that they can be easily explicitly recovered from the proof.
Lemma 18. Let U be a disc and f 1 , . . . , f p ∈ O(Ū ). Then
(68)
For dimension greater than one we introduce the following version of the Bernstein index. 
Here (72) holds even if we consider X R with its cycle structure, i.e. count each component of X R with its associated multiplicity as a zero of R.
Proof. Since the claim is invariant under rescaling of R and B we may assume that B is the unit ball at the origin and that the maximum of R on B is achieved at some point p ∈ B with |R(p)| = 1. Let L denote the complex line passing through the center of B and the point p and write U = B ∩ L. Let z = z 1 × z ′ be a system of Euclidean coordinates on B where the origin corresponds to the center of B and z ′ = 0 corresponds to L. According to Lemma 16 there exists a disc
Since R is assumed to have maximum norm 1 on B, it follows from the Cauchy estimates that
Combining (73) and (74) we see that we may choose a polydisc ∆ w of polyradius e −O(B) around the origin such that R does not vanish on ∆ w × ∂D. Then ∆ := ∆ z ′ × D is a Weierstrass polydisc for X R . To estimate e(X R , ∆) it will suffice to count the number of zeros of R in the fiber z ′ = 0, i.e. the number of zeros of R restricted to D ⊂ L. This follows directly from Theorem 3.
4.3.
Weierstrass polydisc for an intersection with a hypersurface. Let X ⊂ Ω be an analytic subset of pure dimension m and ∆ = ∆ z × ∆ w a Weierstrass polydisc for X. Let F : Ω → C be a holomorphic function, and set
It thus suffices to note that X F does not meet ∆
We define the analytic resultant of F with respect to X, ∆,
By Fact 13 we see that R F is a holomorphic function, and by definition
Here equality holds even if we consider Y F and {R F = 0} with their natural cycle structures.
Proposition 22. Let B ⊂ ∆ z be a Euclidean ball with the same center as ∆ z , and set B := B 2 B (R F ). Then there exists a Weierstrass polydisc
Proof. By Proposition 20 applied to R F , there exists a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ Proposition 22 can be used to inductively construct a Weierstrass polydisc of controllable size and degree for the zero locus of a collection of functions, assuming one can explicitly estimate the Bernstein indices B involved. Unfortunately it appears that the techniques presently at our disposal do not suffice to produce such estimates for arbitrary collections of Noetherian functions. Instead, we will focus on the case where X is an algebraic variety and F is a Noetherian function, where a wider range of techniques is available. As it turns out, this more restrictive case will be sufficient for our purposes.
Weierstrass polydiscs and Bernstein indices of Noetherian functions
In this section we produce estimates for the Bernstein indices of Noetherian functions and, more generally, their analytic resultants (77) with respect to an algebraic variety. In combination with the results of §4 this allows us to construct Weierstrass polydiscs for the intersection between an algebraic variety and a Noetherian hypersurface. The main statements are given in §5.1. Two principal ingredients from the qualitative theory of differential equations are used in producing these estimates. First, in §5.2 we use some results from the theory of linear differential equations to obtain parametrizations of an algebraic curve which are well-behaved (in terms of the differential equations involved). Consequently in §5.4 we produce a well-behaved non-linear differential equation for the restriction of a Noetherian function to an algebraic curve. In §5.3 we introduce a result of [40] on the oscillation of trajectories of (non-linear) polynomial vector fields. Finally in §5.5 we use this result to estimate the Bernstein index of a Noetherian function restricted to an algebraic curve, and consequently finish the proof of the main statement of this section.
5.1. Main statement. Our goal in this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 4. Let V ⊂ C n be an algebraic variety of pure dimension m and degree at most β. Let F : Ω → C be a Noetherian function of degree at most β. Let B ⊂ Ω be a Euclidean ball. Write
Then there exists a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ for V F and η > 0 such that
Theorem 4 implies that one can cover any compact piece of V F by an explicitly estimated number of Weierstrass polydiscs with explicitly estimated degrees. The special case dim V = 1 is of some independent interest and we record it separately.
Corollary 23. Let C ⊂ C n be an algebraic curve and F : Ω → C a Noetherian function, both of degree at most β. Let B ⊂ Ω be a Euclidean ball. Then for η = e C(φ,β) the number of isolated zeros of F in the set V ∩ B η is bounded by C(φ, β).
Proof. We observe that in this case C F of (81) has dimension zero and consists of the isolated zeros of F on C ∩ Ω. In this context a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ is just a disc with ∂∆ ∩ C F = ∅ and e(C F , ∆) is the number of points in C F ∩ ∆. The claim follows since B η ⊂ ∆.
By a covering argument, Corollary 23 allows one to explicitly estimate the number of zeros of a Noetherian function restricted to a compact piece of an algebraic curve. Crucially, the estimate depends only on the degree of the curve and the Noetherian parameters. We conjecture that a similar statement, with the curve V replaced by the zero locus of arbitrary additional Noetherian functions, is likely to be true. A conjecture in this spirit (in a more local setting) is due to Gabrielov and Khovanskii [18] , with some partial results established in [18, 8, 9] . 5.2. Linear ODEs and algebraic functions. Let y(t) be an algebraic function defined by the polynomial P (y, t) = 0 of degree d. It is classically known that y satisfies a scalar linear differential equation
Following [12] we define the slope 2 of L to be
It is not difficult to see that the degrees of a 0 , . . . , a k can be estimated in terms of d. It is less trivial, but still true, that the same is true for the slope ∠L. More explicitly, we have the following.
Theorem 5. The operator L can be chosen such that
Proof. Let P denote the space of polynomials of degree d in the variables y, t, which we identify with their tuple of coefficients. Consider P (y, t) as a general polynomial of degree d with indeterminate coefficients p ∈ P. According to [7, Corollary 3.3] the vector function y = (y, y 2 , . . . , y d ) satisfies an integrable regular system of the form dy = Ω · y
where Ω is a rational matrix one-form in the variables p, t with coefficients from Q(p, t). Moreover, the degree of the entries is bounded by d O(1) and the complexity (i.e. maximal height of any of the coefficients) is bounded by 2 d O(1) (this is similar, but much easier, than [12, Theorem 9] ).
By a standard reduction from linear first-order systems to high-order scalar equations (e.g. [13, Lemma 5] ) one can then derive a family of linear operators Lemma 33] there exists a proper algebraic subset Σ ⊂ P such that for p ∈ Σ the slope ∠L p is bounded by some explicit constant of the form 2
It remains to consider the case p ∈ Σ. Note that in this case it is possible that a 0 (p, t) ≡ 0 so that the expression defining the slope of L p is not well-defined. However, this problem is only apparent. Let γ : (C, 0) → P be a one-parametric family that meets Σ only at γ(0) = p and consider the family
For s = 0 we haveL
and since bothL s and y(γ(s), t) are continuous (even analytic) in s it follows thatL 0 (y(p, t)) = 0. We now note that since the slope is invariant under scalar multiplication, ∠L s = ∠L s for s = 0 and is therefore bounded by the uniform constant 2 2 poly(d) as above. The slope of the limitL 0 is therefore bounded by the same constant, andL 0 thus satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
In [12] a result of the type of Theorem 5 is proved for a much more general class of functions known as Q-functions, which includes the algebraic functions as well as abelian integrals. The qualitative theory of linear ODEs is then used to estimate the number of zeros of Q-functions, and similar ideas could be used to give estimates for Bernstein indices as well. In this approach the boundedness of the slope plays a key role. However, in the context of the present paper we must consider Noetherian functions which satisfy non-linear differential equations, making the class of Q-functions inadequate for our purposes. As we shall see, the boundedness of the slope for algebraic functions will play a key role none the less.
5.3.
Bernstein indices for non-linear polynomial ODEs. We consider a polynomial non-linear system of ODEs,
where ξ is a polynomial vector field on
Let
We will require the following result of [40] .
Theorem 6 ([40, Theorem 2]). Let S > 2 and p = (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ C t × C N . Suppose that ξ ∞ S and p ∞ S. Denote by x = x(t) the solution of (90) passing through p.
Let P ∈ C[t, x 1 , . . . , x N ] have degree bounded by d and suppose P (t, x(t)) ≡ 0. Then x(t) can be extended to a disc D = D ρ (t 0 ) where
More generally, if x(t) can be extended to a disc D = D ρ (t 0 ) for some ρ > 0 and remains bounded by 2S then
Proof sketch. After increasing the dimension we may think of the coefficients of P as extra variables in a polynomial ring R. Consider the chain of R-ideals defined recursively as follows
Since S is a noetherian ring, the chain I k must stabilize. Moreover, it follows from the Leibnitz the if I k = I k+1 then already I k = I ∞ . Using methods of effective commutative algebra it is possible to give an effective upper bound for the first index of stabilization k in terms of N and d,
With this k stabilization implies that we have an equation
and restricting to the solution (t, x(t)) we have
Moreover, by methods of effective commutative algebra it is possible to give an effective upper bound for the ℓ ∞ -norms of the polynomials c j in terms of N, d, S. By simple growth estimates we can then choose ρ satisfying (94) such that (t, x(t)) remains in the ball of radius 2S for t ∈ D = D ρ (t 0 ). For any ρ that satisfies this condition, the coefficients of (100) are explicitly bounded by S exp
We view (100) as a linear differential operator L with holomorphic coefficients in D satisfying L(P (t, x(t))) = 0. We pass to the coordinate s = (t − t 0 )/ρ so that D corresponds to the unit disc in s. We express L in the s-coordinate and multiply by ρ k+1 to obtain a monic operatorL. Then the coefficients ofL are bounded by ρ · S exp •4 (O(N d)) in the unit disc, and the proof is then concluded by applying Theorem 7 below. We remark that at the final step [40] uses a lemma of Kim to estimate the number of zeros in D and state the conclusion concerning this number rather than the Bernstein index, but this is of course a minor technical difference.
To finish the proof of Theorem 6 we recall the following theorem of [39] .
Theorem 7 ([39, Theorem 1]). Let K, U be as in Definition 14 and let L be a linear differential operator
with holomorphic coefficients of absolute value bounded by M in U . Then for any solution Lf = 0 we have
where the asymptotic constant depends only on K, U .
We remark that in [39] , Theorem 7 is stated as a bound on the number of zeros of f rather than the Bernstein index. However, the proof goes through an estimate for the Bernstein index, which is given in the second displayed equation in [39, p. 317].
5.4.
Restriction of a Noetherian function to an algebraic curve. Let C ⊂ C n be an algebraic curve of degree d, and let π t : C → C t be the restriction to C of some affine coordinate on C n which is not constant on any component of C. Then there is a (ramified) inverse map t → (x 1 (t), . . . , x n (t)) from C t to C where each x j (t) is an algebraic function of degree at most d. For j = 1, . . . , n we choose a linear differential equation
where the operators L j satisfy the estimates of Theorem 5. Recall that φ : Ω → C is a collections of Noetherian functions satisfying (1). We will study the restriction φ| C by writing a non-linear system of the form (90) for the map t → (x(t), φ(x(t))). Toward this end we write N = k 1 + · · · + k n + ℓ and work in the ambient space C N with the coordinates x (k) j and Q j for j = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , k j − 1 and φ 1 , . . . , φ ℓ . In this space we introduce the following system,
Let ξ φ,C denote the vector field corresponding to (104) in the sense of §5.3. Then it is straightforward to verify using the estimates of Theorem 5 that
Let t ∈ C t be a point where π t | C is unramified and the polynomials a 1 0 , . . . , a n 0 are non-vanishing, and letx(t) be an analytic branch of the algebraic map x(t).
Then it is straightforward to check that the map Φ :
is a solution of (104).
Proof of Theorem 4.
Let V ⊂ C n be an algebraic variety of pure dimension m and degree d. Let F : Ω → C be a Noetherian function of degree d.. Finally let B ⊂ Ω be a Euclidean ball. We recall the following result of [11] . Note that Theorem 8 is originally stated for general sub-Pfaffian sets, and above we give only the algebraic case which will suffice for our purposes. We also note that the theorem is originally stated for a ball around the origin, but this is clearly of no significance in the formulation above. Finally, in our formulation we implicitly used the fact the algebraic varieties of degree d are set-theoretically cut out by polynomials of degree at most d, see e.g. [11, Lemma 29] .
We remark that Theorem 8 could also be established inductively by the methods used in this paper, but the estimates obtained in this way would be significantly weaker.
Let ∆ ⊂ B be a Weierstrass polydisc for V as in Theorem 8. Then ∆ ∩ V decomposes into a union of irreducible analytic components. We denote byṼ ⊂ ∆ the union of these components where F does not vanish identically, so that
By definition ∆ is also a Weierstrass polydisc forṼ . We let R F := R(Ṽ, ∆, F ) denote the analytic resultant (77) of F with respect toṼ, ∆. Denote by B z ⊂ ∆ z the largest ball in ∆ z with the same center. Evidently
We will study the restriction of R F to B z . Let L ∈ C m be a complex line through the center of B z and C ⊂ C n be the complex curve C = V ∩ π −1 z (L). Let π t : C n → C be an affine combination of the z coordinates which maps L ∩ B z onto the unit disc D. Denote by Σ the ramification locus of π t | C . Consider the system (104) for the pair C, π t . Then for any t 0 ∈ D \ Σ there exist exactly ν d points such that
Moreover, these points extend as ramified algebraic functions for t ∈ Σ. Suppose that t 0 is also not a root of the polynomials a 1 0 , . . . , a n 0 . Then for i = 1, . . . , ν, we have a map Φ i : C t → C N defined as in (106) withx(t) = p i (t). In general, Φ i (t 0 ) ∞ cannot be bounded in terms of the Noetherian parameters alone: it tends to infinity as t 0 tends to Σ or to a zero of a polynomial a j 0 . However, we will show that on a suitably chosen annulus around the origin one can indeed control the norms. The key estimate is contained in the following lemma. 
Proof. Recall that we have a
where the lower bound follows from the Cauchy formula on the unit disc and the upper bound is straightforward. Therefore
. Then by Lemma 15 we can choose a union D j of discs with the sum of the diameters less than 1/(9n) such that min
Moreover the center of each disc is a root of a j 0 and in particular the number of discs does not exceed
, for instance since every point of Σ is a root of some a j 0 . We let D ′ denote the union of discs of radius 1/(9 · #Σ) around each point of Σ, so that the sum of diameters is at most 1/9 and we have
In the collection
discs with the sum of the diameters at most 2/9. It is then a simple geometric exercise to show that one can choose an annulus A r,ρ with 1/4 < r < 1/2 and ρ = d −O(1) which is disjoint from the union, which concludes the proof.
We are now ready to establish an upper bound for Φ i (t) ∞ . We choose and fix A := A r,ρ as in Lemma 24. 
j , and since we have k < k j d this bound is of the required form.
Let |t 0 | = r and i = 1, . . . , ν. By the choice of A the trajectory Φ i (t) can be extended to a disc D ρ (t 0 ) and by Lemma 25 we have
We recall also that by (105) we have
We now return to the analysis of the analytic resultant R F , and more specifically its restriction to the complex line L. Working in the t coordinate for t ∈ D, we have by definition
Since F is a Noetherian function of degree d, the function F (p i (t)) can be written in the form P (Φ i (t)) for P a polynomial of degree d on C N . Then by Theorem 6, using (114), (115) and
Since (117) is true for i = 1, . . . , ν we have by Lemma 18 also
Recall that R F is in fact a holomorphic function in D. In particular, its maximum on the discD r+ρ (0) is obtained somewhere on the boundary. For a suitable choice of t 0 , this same maximum is obtained on D ρ (t 0 ). On the other hand, the maximum of R F on the discD r+ρ/2 (0) is certainly no smaller than the maximum on the disc D ρ/2 (t 0 ). Thus from (118) we see that
The gap in the Bernstein index above is ∼ ρ, and by Corollary 17 we have
Since r > 1/2 and (r + ρ)/2 < 3/8 + o(1) the middle index below has gap uniformly bounded from zero, and we have again by Corollary 17,
Since (121) holds for any complex line L through the center of B z , and since D 2 corresponds in the t-chart to B 2 z ∩ L, we finally have
By (107) and Proposition 22 applied to the ball B 2 z , there exists a Weierstrass polydisc
Finally, we deduce from (108), (123) and Theorem 8 that
which concludes the proof.
Rational and algebraic points on Noetherian varieties
In this section we study rational (and more generally algebraic) points on Noetherian varieties and prove Theorems 1 and 2. 6.1. Rational points in a Weierstrass polydisc. We begin by recalling the relation, established in [10, 11] , between Weierstrass polydiscs and the study of rational points on analytic sets. Let X ⊂ Ω be an analytic set of pure dimension m. Let ∆ := ∆ z × ∆ w be a Weierstrass polydisc for X and set ∆ ′ := ∆ z × ∆ 1/3 w and ν := e(X, ∆).
For every ε > 0 there exists a number
such that Y (Q, H) is contained in an algebraic hypersurface of degree at most d in C m+1 .
Proof. According to [10, Proposition 11] , and plugging in the values of D , e(D) from [11, Theorem 3] , we see that it suffices to choose d such that
In particular it is enough to have
which is compatible with (127).
6.2. Exploring rational points in complex Noetherian varieties. The following is our main result for this section.
Theorem 9. Let X ⊂ Ω be a Noetherian variety of degree β and ε > 0. There exist constants
with the following property. For every H ∈ N there exist at most N H ε irreducible algebraic varieties V α ⊂ C n with deg V α d such that
The following proposition provides the key inductive step in the proof of Theorem 9.
Proposition 27. Let W ⊂ C n be an irreducible algebraic variety of dimension m + 1 of degree at most β and let X ⊂ Ω ∩ W be a Noetherian variety of degree at most β. Let ε > 0. There exist constants
with the following property. For every H ∈ N there exist at most N H ε hypersurfaces
Proof. Let {F i } denote the finite collection of Noetherian functions of degrees bounded by β such that X is their common zero locus. As an analytic set, W may contain several irreducible components {W h }. We let F denote a generic linear combination of the F i such that for every h, F vanishes identically on W h if and only if every F i does. Set
By [11, Lemma 29] there exists a hypersurface H 0 ⊂ C n containing Sing W and not W with deg H 0 β. If p ∈ X \ H 0 then W is smooth at p and in particular the germ W p consists of a single analytic component. If F vanishes identically on this component then by construction W p ⊂ X, so that p ∈ X(W ). Otherwise p ∈ W F , and it remains to construct a collection of hypersurfaces H α as in the statement with
Set S := S (φ). Recall from Lemma 11 that our Noetherian system extends to a ρ-neighborhood of Ω with ρ = O(S −O (1) ), and the Noetherian size of our system in this larger domain is at most O(S). Let p ∈ Ω and let B denote the ball of radius ρ around p. According to Theorem 4 there exists a Weierstrass polydisc ∆ for W F and η > 0 such that
We choose m+1 coordinates f := (f 1 , . . . , f m+1 ) among the standard coordinates on C n such that the projection f : W → C m+1 is dominant. We apply Proposition 26 to W F , ∆, f and ε/n and note that M = O(S) to conclude that
is contained in an algebraic hypersurface of degree d as in the statement, which does not contain W since f is dominant.
Finally it remains to cover Ω by balls of the form B H ε/n η , i.e. balls of radius H ε/n ·η·ρ = H ε/n ·e C(φ,β) with centers p ∈ Ω, and take the collection of corresponding hypersurfaces. The domain Ω is contained in a ball of radius S, and a simple subdivision argument shows that this can be done with N H ε balls as above.
The following lemma gives an inductive proof of Theorem 9, which is obtained for the case W = C n .
Lemma 28. Let W ⊂ C n be an irreducible algebraic variety of dimension m + 1 and degree at most β and let X ⊂ Ω ∩ W be a Noetherian variety of degree at most β. There exist constants d, N = C m+1 (φ, βε −m )
with the following property. For every H ∈ N there exist at most N H ε irreducible algebraic varieties V α ⊂ W with deg V α d such that
Proof. We proceed by induction on m, where the case m = −1 is trivial. By Proposition 27 applied to X, W we have a collection of at most e C(φ,β) H ε/2 hypersurfaces H α ′ of degrees C(φ, β)ε −m such that
Let {W α } denote the union over α ′ of the sets of irreducible components of W ∩H α ′ . The degree of the intersection is bounded by the product of the degrees, and since the number of irreducible components of a variety is bounded by its degree we have deg W α = C(φ, β)ε 
We now apply the inductive hypothesis to each pair W α , X ∩ W α with the exponent ε/2 to obtain collections W α,β with deg W α,β = C m (φ, C(φ, β)ε −2m ) (143)
such that (X ∩ W α )(Q, H) ⊂ X(W α,β ).
(145) Finally we take {V α } to be the union of the sets {W } and {W α,β }.
6.3.
Exploring algebraic points in complex Noetherian varieties. Our goal in the section is to establish the following generalization of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. Let X ⊂ Ω be a Noetherian variety of degree β and ε > 0. There exist constants d, N = C n(k+1) (φ, βε 1−n ) (146) with the following property. For every H ∈ N there exist at most N H ε irreducible algebraic varieties V α ⊂ C n with deg V α d such that
The proof of Theorem 10, adapted from [44] , is given in the remainder of this section. We begin by setting up some notation. Let P k := R k+1 \{0}. For c ∈ P k let P c ∈ R[x] denote the polynomial
Following [44] we introduce the following height function. For an algebraic number α ∈ Q alg we define (150) We define X poly (k, H) in analogy with X(k, H) replacing H(·) by H poly (·). In light of (150), it will suffice to prove the claim for X poly (k, H). Let Σ ⊂ C n × P n k by the algebraic variety given by Σ := {(x, c 1 , . . . , c n ) : P c1 (x 1 ) = · · · = P cn (x n ) = 0}.
and denote by π 1 , π 2 the projections to C n , P 
We claim that
Indeed, let x ∈ X poly (k, H), and for every coordinate x i choose the corresponding polynomials P ci as in (149). Then the coefficient of each c i are bounded by H, and we let c 
Proof. The claim follows essentially by repetition of the proof of Theorem 9 with the following modification. Since Y is a subset of the algebraic variety Σ we begin our induction in Lemma 28 with W = Σ rather than W = C n × P n k . Note that dim Σ = dim P n k = n(k + 1). In the notations of the proof of Proposition 27, rather than choosing the coordinates f from all coordinates on C n × P n k , we claim that it suffices to consider only coordinates on P n k (i.e. coordinates of π 2 ), thereby obtaining a description of Y (Q, H; π 2 ) instead ofỸ (Q, H). This is permissible since the projection π 2 has finite fibers when restricted to Σ ∩Ω, and π 2 is therefore dominant on it as required. When we continue the induction Σ is replaced by a collection of its irreducible subvarieties (and we may as well consider only those that meetΩ), and the same argument applies. The rest of the inductive proof proceeds as in Lemma 28.
The following lemma, in combination with (154) and Lemma 29, completes the proof of Theorem 10. 
Proof. Write V := π 1 (Ṽ ). By [11, Lemma 29] there exist a hypersurfaceH ⊂ C n × P n k (resp. H ⊂ C n ) containing SingṼ (resp. Sing V ) and not containingṼ (resp. V ). Proceeding by induction over dimension for the irreducible components ofṼ ∩H andṼ ∩ π −1
1 (H), we obtain a collection of varieties V ′ j such that
It is easy to verify inductively that size and degrees of the collection V ′ j satisfy the required asymptotic estimates. To complete the construction, we letp ∈Ỹ (Ṽ ) and suppose thatp ∈ SingṼ and p := π 1 (p) ∈ Sing V . We claim that in this case p ∈ X(V ) (so taking the collection V ′ j in addition to V completes the proof). Fix a small ballB ⊂ C n × P n k aroundp such thatṼ is smooth inB and V is smooth in B := π 1 (B). By the Sard theorem applied to π 1 |B ∩Ṽ , we may find a pointq ∈B ∩Ṽ arbitrarily close top which is a non-critical point of π 1 |B ∩Ṽ . In particular π 1 |B ∩Ṽ is submersive atq, so there exists a neighborhood Uq ⊂B ∩Ṽ ofq such that U q := π 1 (Uq) ⊂ B ∩ V is a neighborhood of q := π 1 (q) in B ∩ V . Now sincep ∈Ỹ (Ṽ ), we may assume (for an appropriate choice ofq) that Uq ⊂Ỹ . Then by definition ofỸ it follows that U q = π 1 (Uq) ⊂ X.
In conclusion, we see that X contains the germ of V at points q arbitrarily close to p. Since the germ of V at p is irreducible (in fact smooth) and X is analytic, it follows that X contains the germ of V at p, i.e. p ∈ X(V ) as claimed.
6.4. The main result in the real setting. Finally we are ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 2 by reduction to the case of (complex) Noetherian varieties.
Proof of Theorem 2. It clearly suffices to consider the case of a single basic semiNoetherian set. Next, one can easily reduce to the case of Noetherian varieties by dropping all inequalities. Indeed suppose that X = Y ∩ U where Y is a Noetherian variety and U is defined by a collection of strict Noetherian inequalities. Then if {S α } is a collection constructed for Y as in the conclusion of Theorem 2, we have
where the final inclusion follows since X is locally open in Y , see e.g. [11, Lemma 26] . Henceforth we assume that X is a real Noetherian variety of degree β.
Recall from §2.1 that the real Noetherian chain used in the definition of X admits holomorphic continuation to a complex Noetherian chain in a domain Ω ⊃ Ω R with Ω ∩ R n = Ω R , and that the Noetherian size of this chain is at most twice the Noetherian size of the real chain. We letX ⊂ Ω denote the complex Noetherian variety defined by the (holomorphic continuations of) the real Noetherian functions defining X, so that X =X ∩ R n . Now let {Ṽ α } denote the collection constructed forX as in Theorem 10 and set V α := R n ∩Ṽ α . Then V α is cut out by the equations of V α in addition to linear equations for the vanishing of the imaginary parts, and in particular has complexity bounded by O(β). By [17, Theorem 2] one can decompose V α into a union of β 2 := β and their complexity bounded by β 3 . We let {S η } denote the union of the collections of these components for every V α . One then easily verifies that {S η } satisfies the stated asymptotic estimates for the size and complexity, and finally we have
